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ABSTRACT

"Public Ownership: Three Proposals for Resource Allocation"
by John E. Roemer and Joaquim Silvestre, University of California. Davis.

While there is a quite clear picture of the rights that private

ownership bestows upon the owner, it is not clear what property rights

the public have by virtue of their owning a thing collectively. We ask:

how should a planner, whose job is to respect public ownership of some

productive assets, in conjunction with private ownership of some inputs,

allocate resources?

We insist throughout on the desideratum that: (1) the final

allocation be Pareto efficient. We propose three additional desiderata:

(2) equal division of benefits derived from public ownership; (3) equal

returns to the use of privately owned inputs; (4) universal gain from

improvements in the publicly owned asset. No more than one of (2). (3)

and (4) is in general compatible with (1). Each of the three compatible

pairs of desiderata characterizes a proposal for public ownership. We

call the equal benefit solution the one characterized by (1)-(2). the

proportional solution the one characterized by (1)-(3) and the constant

returns equivalent mechanism the one characterized by (1)-(4). A

discussion of these ideas in different institutions (a publicly owned

firm, a cooperative and a common pool resource) leads us to advocate the

proportional solution.

Our main formal results are (a) the existence of proportional

solutions in convex economies with arbitrary consumption sets and many

inputs, outputs and firms and (B) the axiomatic characterization of the

constant returns equivalent mechanism. Some simulations illustrate a

surprising similarity between the proportional solution and the constant

returns equivalent mechanism.

JEL CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS: 021. 022. 614.

KEY WORDS: PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. PUBLIC FIRMS. COOPERATIVES, COMMON

POOL RESOURCES, PROFIT DISTRIBUTION, GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM.
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requires, f irst, having a conception of what the allocation of resources should be in an

economy where some assets are publicly owned and some (such as labor) are privately

owned. Socialist theory has not grappled with this question. To wit, suppose an

economic environment is specified, that is, the preferences of the agents, the

technology, and the private and public endowments of the agents are delineated. What

resource allocation would an economist predict, or recommend, as consistent with

these data? If all endowments are private, and the various convexity assumptions,

etc., hold, the prediction or recommendation is the Walrasian equilibrium. We have no

such recommendation when some of the endowments are stipulated to be public, that

is. to belong to everyone.

Walrasian equilibrium is the paradigmatic prediction for a private ownership

economy because it is viewed as the outcome of in economy in which the institution of

competitive markets is well established. And we have historical evidence to indicate

that the institution of the market evolves in an economic environment in which

endowments are privately owned. We have very l i t t le historical experience, however,

with public ownership; there is no such clear institutional partner to the property

rights of public ownership. In particular, we believe the historical experience of

central allocation is too short to constitute the definitive choice for such a partner.

In this paper, we take a normative approach to the problem of defining the economic

consequences of public ownership. What resource allocation mechanism might one

recommend as respecting the private and public property rights that agents in such a

mixed economy possess?

Sections 2-5 study the problem in a simple economy, with one publicly owned

technology, requiring one private input (labor), and producing one output. Section 6

reports briefly on some simulation results, and Section 7 shows how our proposals

generalize to economies with many inputs, outputs, and industries.



1. INTRODUCTION

Even in capitalist economies, it is seldom the case that all productive assets

are privately owned. And in socialist economies, in which most productive assets are

publicly owned, some factors remain privately owned, in particular, labor. While

there is quite a clear picture of the rights that private ownership bestows upon the

owner, it is not clear what property rights the public have by virtue of their owning a

thing collectively. Public ownership is procedurally defined in roughly the same way

as private ownership: the public has the right to 'use and abuse' its collective assets

as it sees f i t . Because the public is not of one mind, this definition is not very

helpful. Indeed, various impossibility theorems might be interpreted to suggest that

there almost never exist interesting economies in which public ownership is

meaningful.

We shall not delve into these philosophical issues, but content ourselves with a

more prosaic approach. How should a planner, whose job is to respect public ownership

of some productive assets, in conjunction with private ownership of some inputs, try

to allocate resources? We limit ourselves to a static, complete information world.

The dynamic question of investment, and issues of asymmetric information and

incentive compatibility -- issues that have been the focus of the planning literature --

are not our concern here. (How the planner might implement the various proposals

that we discuss is the subject of another paper (Roemer [in press].)

Our interest in this question is in large part motivated by the economic reforms

that are being introduced in socialist countries. Many observers take the introduction

of markets in socialist countries as equivalent to the introduction of capitalism. We

think this hasty conclusion is based upon the view that public ownership is synonymous

with central allocation. We view central allocation as one way of possibly

implementing a regime of public ownership; there may be more decentralized ways of

implementing public ownership, including the use of markets. But to study this



1It is on occasion natural to view a person's labor time as non-transferable to other persons.
This can be modelled by postulating that the consumption set is a subset of the non-negative
orthant defined by certain inequalities. Of course, a particular solution concept may single out
different allocations in economies that differ only in the consumption sets of their persons.
because the set of feasible (or efficient) allocations may well differ. Our analysis covers all
these possibilities, because it applies to arbitrary consumption sets. The solution concepts
that we propose are, in particular, always well-defined, at least under convexity assumptions
(see Section 7 below).
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(2) equal division of benefits from use of the publicly owned technology;

(3) distribution of the output X2. produced from the public technology, in

proportion to individual contributions of the input (labor) in production;

(4) universal gain from improvements in the publicly owned asset.

Desiderata (2),(3) and (4) wi l l be embodied in precise formulations below. We wi l l

insist on desideratum (1) throughout. For the domain of economic environments that

we shall consider, no more than one of (2), (3), and (4) is generally compatible with

(1). This leads to the consideration of three pairs of desiderata, (1) and (2), (1) and

(3). and (1) and (4). Indeed, each such pair wi l l characterize one proposal for public

ownership.

We maintain that these desiderata are suggested by the public and private

property rights we are assuming. Equal benefit means equal gain from the initial

endowment-, gains from the use of the public technology should be the same for all.

Distribution according to individual contribution is a way of recognizing each person's

right to a return to her privately owned input. That all should (weakly) gain from an

improvement in the publicly owned technology seems a natural requirement of public

ownership. This requirement also states that the welfare of no person should rise if

the publicly owned technology deteriorates in quality.















4. THE PROPORTIONAL SOLUTION

The discussion above has pointed towards the need to distinguish "public

ownership" from "equal private ownership." Private ownership includes the right to

use, destroy and prevent other people from using, as well as the right to transfer

these rights. By "use" we mean "enjoy, benefit from", perhaps without destroying or

depleting. One can benefit from, say, a pure public good without depleting it . Hence,

in some cases, the right to use can be transferred without transferring the right to

destroy or deplete. Also, the right to use can in principle be transferred without

transferring the right to transfer the right to use (e.g.. usufruct). This suggests that,

when something is publicly owned: (a) nobody has the right to destroy it; (b) everybody

has the right to use i t , if the good can be used without depletion.

Public property rights can in principle be transferred to individuals, and. indeed,

some rights must be if what is publicly owned is not a pure public good. But there are

two levels of transference, (i) Privatization occurs when the individual acquires full

ownership-- not only the right to consume but also the right to sell; (i i) allocation of

use occurs, on the other hand, when the individual acquires only the right to use, but not
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The striking observation was the similarity between CRE and PS when the

allocations produced by the two mechanisms are graphed in util ity space5 . (We did

obtain an example in which the PS violates TMON.) CRE and PS differ significantly

from EBS. This is most easily seen when b is taken to be close to zero and c close to

1. The first person can be called Industrious, as his relative preference for output

over leisure wi l l induce him to work long hours, while the second person can be called

Lazy, due to her preference for leisure. Suppose Lazy and Industrious have equal

initial endowments of labor. Under CRE and PS, Lazy either gains very l i t t le in final

uti l i ty, or loses a bit, as the technology improves. But under EBS, she gains

significantly from the technological improvement. This is because she shares equally

in the profits, which are produced mostly by the labor of Industrious on the public

technology. One feels that under EBS Lazy is exploiting Industrious. Indeed, if we

view a person as exploited when his share in total labor supplied is greater than his

share of output, as suggested by the Marxian definition, then Industrious is

consistently exploited by Lazy in EBS. The solution which, by definition, avoids

exploitation is the PS: for in the PS each agent consumes an amount of output that

embodies exactly the amount of input that he contributes to production, where the

amount of input embodied in a share o* of the output is defined to be equal to o* times

the input expended in producing the total output.

7. ECONOMIES WITH MANY INPUTS AND PRIVATE FIRMS

7.1 A GENERAL ECONOMY

The purpose of this section is to present definitions of the equal benefit and

propositional solutions in general economic environments, and to prove the existence

of these solutions under standard convexity assumptions.

5We checked the robustness of the similarity of the PS and CRE solutions by simulating economies
where u1 and U2 (a) CES util ity functions, with independently varying parameters, (b) quasi-
linear uti l i ty functions, both linear in the output, (c) quasi-linear uti l i ty functions, with one
linear in the output and the other linear in the input. In each of these cases, the similarity of
the two solutions holds.



















7.4 DIFFICULTIES IN GENERALIZING THE CONSTANT-RETURN-EQUIVALENT

MECHANISM

How does the axiomatic characterization of the constant-returns-equivalent

mechanism fare in economic environments with many commodities? With several

private inputs and one publicly produced output, the FALE axiom can be reformulated to

specify the autarkic solution when the technology is linear, not only constant-returns.

(With several inputs, it is only on the linear technologies that no producer creates

any externalities for others.) TMON is reformulated to require that if the production

set in one economy includes the production set from another, then all agents (weakly)

benefit in the more 'advanced' economy.
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virtue of the devaluation in my endowment of the privately owned good. This problem

did not arise with a single input which varied only in one dimension (say, skill level,

but not type of skill).

In the case, however, where there are several private inputs but all individuals

are identical, TMON continues to be a salient requirement for public ownership: the

above critique does not apply. Furthermore, on the domain of economic environments

consisting of identical individuals, the CRE mechanism is characterized by Pareto

optimality, TMON and FALE, and it chooses a symmetric allocation.

An impossibility result also obtains for the case of many outputs and a single

input.

8, CONCLUSION

Of the three solutions, we believe that the proportional solution best

implements public ownership of some resources in the presence of privately owned

inputs. The equal benefit solution is an interesting point of reference, but we think

it is more in the spirit of equal private ownership than of collective ownership. It

is especially hard to justify when production is characterized by increasing returns,

as it inflicts losses upon people who do not consume the publicly produced good.

Technological monotonicity is an appealing notion, but it is probably too strong

a requirement to insist upon for public ownership in the general case, as the CRE

mechanism does not generalize to the several commodity case. Even in the case of

purely private ownership, a similar monotonicity condition is too strong. The

util it ies arising from Walrasian equilibrium are not monotonic in the endowments of

the agents, but that fact does not cause us to view markets as transgressions of

private ownership.

We must, in any event, emphasize the appropriate jurisdiction for these models.

"Primary' goods, such as education or health, are not financed according to use in

countries where their availability is taken to be a right. (In Canada and Great
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Britain, for instance, the national health service is supported out of general

revenues.) In addition, distributional concerns may motivate a government to support

a public transportation system, for example, by a property tax which falls mainly on

people who never use the subway. We do not impugn these public policies. Our

concern has been to distinguish conceptually between public and private ownership of

economic resources.
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